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information including shipping costs. Prices are in US$.
[51767] NEW YORK - NEW YORK CITY) Patterson, Russell (illus). A
Map of New York. A Chart neither too Literal nor too Emotional,
Showing the City New York Replete with the Wondrous Spectacles,
Mysteries and Pastimes of the Natives. Done in the Year of the New
York World's Fair 1939.
Color pictographic / pictorial map, 20 x 26 inches on sheet size 22 x 27 3/4
folding as issued, now professionally mounted on linen. Light wear along
folds; light toning to margins, very good, clean condition.
R. H. Macy & Co. New York. Copyright 1939.
A vibrant map of New York City by Russell Patterson "done in the year of the New York World's Fair" combining
vignette illustrations of many of the landmark buildings with light-hearted depictions and commentary on life in
the city, linking it stylistically with the "foundational" pictorial map of the twentieth century, MacDonald Gill's
Wonderground Map of London Town. Russell Patterson (1896 - 1977) had a long career as a designer in many
different fields; in the late 1930s he designed Christmas windows for Macy's. Only one library holding listed on
WorldCat (University of Houston).
Map title continues: A Chart neither too Literal nor too Emotional, Showing the City New York Replete with the
Wondrous Spectacles, Mysteries and Pastimes of the Natives. Done in the Year of the New York World's Fair
1939. $1250.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[42750] BERMUDA) Shurtleff, Elizabeth (mapmaker). A Map of the
Bermuda Islands.
Color pictographic / pictorial map, 24 x 34 inches on sheet size 24 3/4 x 35
1/2 folding as issued to 9 x 12 1/2 inches. Text on verso of map. Light wear
along folds (particularly the top left fold which is the outside fold when the
map is folded), 1 1/2 inch split at two fold ends; otherwise very good
condition, bright and clean.
Graphic History Association. Copyright 1930.
A stunning lithographic image of the Bermuda islands by Elizabeth Shurtleff, with border of tropical fishes and
pictographs on the map highlighted the attractions of this tropical paradise. The Graf Zeppelin hovers over St.

Catherine's Fort. "Litho The Tudor Press Inc. Boston U.S.A." at lower right. Extensive text on verso gives
information on the various parishes plus information on hotels and books about Bermuda. Publishing
information on the verso identifies The Graphic History Association Publishers of Historical Maps, with Helen
F. McMillin as Business Manager and Elizabeth Shurtleff as Designer, and Bermuda Bookstores, Hamilton,
Bermuda as the distributors. Lithography by the Tudor Press in Boston. $1350.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[55132] SUGAR) A Story of Sugar.
Oversized color poster, sheet size 38 x 50 inches, folding as issued to 12 1/2
x 9 1/2 inches. Small separation at two outside corners of folded poster,
overall very good condition.
The United States Beet Sugar Association. Washington, D.C. Copyright
1932.
A detailed pictorial guide to the production of Beet Sugar in the United States, following the product from field
to the foods manufactured from it. No record found on OCLC. $165.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[54542] CHINA - SHANGHAI) Cathay Hotel and the Bund, Shanghai.
The 6 3/4 x 3 3/4 inch brochure opens to a black and white photographic
panorama of the Bund 6 3/4 x 15 inches, with the hotel's pyramidal roof
clearly identifying the building along Shanghai's famous waterfront. The
unfolded brochure, 12 x 15 inches, offers five black and white photographic
views of the hotel's elegant interior. Fine condition.
Cathay Hotel. London. No date. Circa 1930.
The Cathay Hotel was built by Sir Victor Sassoon, a prominent member of a wealthy British family that had
considerable holdings in Shanghai. Located prominently on the Bund, it opened in 1929 and is said to have been
one of the first skyscrapers in the Eastern Hemisphere. The hotel itself occupied the building's 4th through 9th
floors while the deco building's top floor was Sassoon's penthouse apartment. $265.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[43956] ALDIN, CECIL) Byron, May. Aldin, Cecil (illus). Cecil Aldin's Happy Family. SET OF SIX
VOLUMES: I. Hungry Peter His Adventures. II. Rufus... III. Rags His.... IV. Humpty and Dumpty.... V.
Master Quack.... VI. Forager... PLUS ANOTHER COPY OF Volume VI.
Included in this offering is the complete Happy Family set of six books
published by Humphrey Milford/Oxford University Press (volume six of
which is lacking a plate) TOGETHER with A SECOND COPY of volume
six published by Hodder & Stoughton (New York) which is complete with
all illustrations.
1. SET OF SIX BOOKS: Full page color lithograph and in-text black and
white illustrations, pictorial endpapers, illustrations, 8 x 7 1/4 inches, color
pictorial cover label on paper covered boards (hardbound). Note that volume
six is MISSING the half-title and color frontispiece, otherwise all are
complete as issued in these hardbound volumes with pictorial lithographic color illustrations.
Volume I: Cover in fair condition with wear to cover extremities exposing edges of board, dampstain to left
margin; decorative nameplate to front pastedown, front hinge split but still attached, slight dampstain to upper
right edge (outside image areas), damp stain to lower centrefold of one image (barely noticeable), a few loose
pages (but all present), generally the interior is in particularly clean and bright condition.
Five single page and one double page color lithographic plates, plus black and white illustrations.
Volume II: Cover in good condition with light wear to extremities; inscription on verso of half-title, crayon
coloring to black and white illustrations, generally the interior is clean and bright condition.
Five single page and one double page color lithographic plates, plus black and white illustrations.
Volume III: Cover in good condition with soiling and light wear to extremities, short tears to head and tail of
spine, half of title on spine rubbed; decorative nameplate to front paste down, hinges split but textblock still
attached, decorative nameplate and inscription on verso of half-title, light soiling to a few pages, generally the
interior is in clean and bright condition.
Volume IV: Cover in good condition with light wear and soiling, tear to tail of spine; front hinge split but still
attached back hinge beginning to split, decorative nameplate and inscription on verso of frontispiece, adhesive
tape to lower fold between frontispiece and title page, pencil marks to one black and white illustration,
generally the interior is in particularly clean and bright condition.
Volume V: Cover in good condition with faint soiling and light wear to extremities, half of title on spine rubbed;
decorative nameplate to front paste down, front hinge split but still attached, decorative nameplate and
inscription on verso of half-title, light soiling to a few pages, one loose page, interior in clean.
Volume VI: Cover in good condition with light wear to cover extremities and a few short tears along spine;
decorative nameplate to front pastedown, front hinge split before title page but still attached, MISSING half-title
and color frontispiece, pencil marks to one color plate, generally the interior is in clean and bright condition.
2.PLUS ANOTHER EDITION OF VOLUME VI, COMPLETE WITH ALL COLOR PLATES: Full page color
lithograph and in-text black and white illustrations, pictorial endpapers, vi pp+ illustrations, 8 x 7 1/4 inches,
color pictorial cover label on paper covered boards (hardbound). Cover in good condition with chips and paper
loss to spine; front hinge starting to split before title page but still attached, owner inscription to rear pastedown,
generally the interior is in particularly clean and bright condition.
Hodder and Stoughton. New York. No date. Ca. 1913.
A charming series of books each featuring one of a diverse group of animals, a happy family who one by one
come in to sleep on the home's hearth. The color illustrations are the work of British artist Cecil Aldin, known
for his depictions of animals. $625.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[41492] SAILING - RHODE ISLAND - AMERICA'S CUP) Clegg, Ernest
(drawn by). Chart of the Waters between Newport Block Island &
Martha's Vineyard Chosen for the Races of the Fifteenth International
Challenge for The America's Cup to be Sailed Between September 15th
and October 31st 1934.
Pictographic / pictorial map, printed color, 16 3/4 x 20 inches on sheet size
19 x 22 inches. Very good condition.
No date. [ 1934].
This striking pictorial map by British artist Ernest Clegg shows the sailing area for the America's Cup race in
1934 with vignette illustrations of past winning yachts and current challengers. There is much other historic
information including a "History of Schooner America" and "History of the Races for the America's Cup"
starting with 1851 and ending with 1930. $850.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[50940] JAPAN - TOKYO - AMERICAN OCCUPATION) C ity Map
Central Tokyo. Corrected to May 1951.
Color street map 35 3/4 x 26 inches on sheet size 37 1/2 x 28 1/2 inches
folding as issued to 9 1/4 x 7 inches, text on verso. Light soiling and ink
notation to cover panel, abrasion to lower right corner (outside map area),
light soiling to upper and lower left edge, otherwise very good condition.
Engineer Survey Battalion. Tokyo. Corrected to May 1951.
A detailed map of Tokyo, Japan published by the Engineer Survey
Department of the occupying United States Army, showing Roads, Military
Routes, Principal Streets, Military Installation, Dependant House, KU
Boundary. Scale 1:25,000. This map covers a wide circle of the city from
Kita-ku and Itabashi-ku in the north, Suginami-ku in the west and Ota-ku in
the south. Major commercial, military and public buildings are marked and named, dependent housing is
numbered. Nary a Japanese character is to be seen on the map, the main streets assigned with Western names.
On the verso is a one panel map of Marunouchi District, one panel map of the Approaches to Tokyo, and an
extensive listing of Allied Installations and dependent installations and their location on the map. The Treaty of
San Francisco which was to end the occupation powers of the Allied Forces in Japan as of April 28, 1952 was
signed in September 8, 1951 shortly after this map was published. $165.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[56204] COMPAGNIE G. TRANSATLANTIQUE / RECORDING & 6
SONG / MENU CARDS) Mercier, Jean A. (illus). Compagnie Générale
Transatlantique French Line. Nos Vieilles Chansons. [Collection of SIX
song sheets with 45 rpm RECORDING].
Stiff card folder with decorative cover 13 1/2 x 9 3/4 inches; inside front
cover is a pocket for the Pathe Super 45 record; six folded card sheets are
tucked into the facing panel, each 13 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches with a color
illustration on front cover approx. 7 x 7 inches and music and words to a
French song on the back cover. Near fine condition.
Imprimerie Moderne De Nantes. Paris. 1961. Copyright 1956.
An uncommon advertising piece issued by this French shipping company. Illustrations by Jean Mercier were
often used as front cover illustrations for their menus. Here the folders are issued blank on the inside, with a
popular French song on the back cover and the Mercier illustration of that song on the front cover. The record
provides recording of those songs sung by Andre Claveau, Claire Vallin, Christian Borel and Mathe Altery. The
songs are Au Clair de la Lune, Sur le Pont d'Avignon, A! Vous Dirais-Je Maman, Maman les P'tits Bateaux, J'ai
du Bon Tabac, Frere Jacques. Further text notes the images as being from the album "Nos Vieilles Chansons"
edited by Les Beaux Livres. $265.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[37681] EAST AFRICA - KENYA - TANGANYIKA / TANZANIA UGANDA - ZANZIBAR) Mathews, D.O. (compiled and drawn by) East
Africa. Land of Sunshine. (Pamphlet title: Visit East Africa).
Color pictographic / pictorial map, 24 x 19 3/4 inches folding to pamphlet 8
1/2 x 5 inches, black and white photo illustrations and text on verso, multiple
fold as issued. Separations at four fold intersections (one is 2 inches, the
others quite short), tiny pinhead loss at one fold intersection, 1 3/4 inch split
to lower right fold end; light soiling and some pen markings to covers. Map
is clean and bright and would display very well.
East Africa Tourist Travel Association. Nairobi. 1949.
A colorful and detailed pictorial poster map of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda
with pictographs of trains, people, ships, cars, propeller planes, numerous animals, etc. Boundaries, Railways,
Roads and National Parks, Reserves and Game Reserves are marked. Text and black and white photo
illustrations on verso, with information such as Railway Services, Air Services, General Information. $325.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[55526] EGYPT) Kamel, K. (mapmaker). FIVE ITEMS relating to tourism in Egypt in the 1930s: The
Nile. Cairo. Luxor [with Guide Plan of Luxor & Karnak]. Asswan. Assouan.

Four brochures, illustrated in black and white with color covers, and one
pamphlet, 8 3/4 x 4 1/2 inches unfolding to color pictorial map on sheet 17
1/4 x 17 inches. Brochures are 8 1/2 x 4 1/2 inches and have travel agency
stamps to covers. All items in very good to fine condition.
Egyptian State Tourist Administration. Egypt. No date. Circa 1930s.
Stunning and highly decorative 1930s Deco cover designs that cannot fail to
conjure "Death on the Nile" for Agatha Christie fans. The pamphlet of Luxor
opens to a detailed full color pictographic map of Luxor the ancient city of
Thebes and Karnak "showing temples, hotels, rest houses & important
places. The other brochures feature text and black and white illustrations of
"Cairo", "The Nile", and "Asswan" with eye-catching pictorial color covers. The fifth item is a duplicate of the
Asswan brochure in French: "Assouan." $185.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[56038] JAPAN - MANCHURIA - CHINA) Hirano Hakiho (woodblock
print). Japan Today And Tomorrow. 1931-1932. [WITH ORIGINAL
WOODBLOCK PRINT ENVELOPES].
Color and black and white illustrations throughout, vi+150 pages, 15 x 10
1/4 inches, color pictorial wrappers. Covers: multiple creases along edges,
small chips to corners of front covers, tiny spots of abrasion, 3 1/2 inch split
to tail of spine with 1/4 inch paper loss. Interior: crease to top right corner of
last few pages, very good clean condition overall.
Osaka Mainichi. Osaka, Japan. 12-25- 1931.
The magazine features a sheet with three envelopes with color original
Japanese woodblock print covers by the artist Hakuho Hirano (1879-1957).
The table of contents lists an extended section on Japan in Manchuria, an
illustrated article on the Japanese sword and many other articles reflecting
the contemporary situation in Japan include a one page article "Off to Brazil" documenting emigration to that
country from Japan. The back cover is a color advertisement for the South Manchuria Railway Co. with map
below a charming illustration by Junto Ito (one of a series of these decorative advertisements). $225.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[55248] JAPAN - MINGEI FOLK ART) Japanese Calendar for 1967.
Calendar for 1967, 12 separate color woodblock illustrated sheets, each measuring 14 1/2 x 11 inches, in soft
paper envelope with decorative printed label and pastedown label with text as follows: "Original Mingei
product. Made by Mr. Haruo Kuriyama, in Kyoto, Japan. Exclusive firm in the U.S.A. Yasutomo Co., San
Francisco." Fine condition.
No publisher. Japan. 1967.

Wonderful examples of Japanese design and color woodblock printing! Each
month is a color woodblock design incorporating the days of the month,
printed on Japanese paper. Designs are mainly stylized images of plants and
landscapes. $165.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[56216] FRENCH CHILDREN'S BOOK) Ségur, Adrienne. Les Aventures
de Cotonnet (The Adventures of Cotonnet).
Hardbound book, 5 tipped in color lithographic plates plus numerous in-text
illustrations, text in French, 49 pages, 8 x 7 1/4 inches, red cloth binding
with color cover illustration pasted on. Light wear to covers and light toning
to interior edges, overall very good unused condition. Color illustrations in
excellent condition and very bright.
Firmin-Didot. Paris. 1930. 1st Edition.
$125.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[53993] ENGLAND - LONDON) Ayling, George (illus). London Britain.
[VINTAGE POSTER]
Color poster, sheet size 39 1/4 x 24 1/4 inches. Professionally restored and
mounted on linen, very good condition.
British Travel and Holidays Association. London. No date. Ca. 1950?
George Ayling (1887-1960) had a long career with posters featuring his
work appearing from the 1930s. This beautiful impressionistic view of the
"House of Commons and the House of Lords, together with such adjuncts as
Big Ben and Historic Westminster Hall...collectively known as The Palace of
Westminster." $1250.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[33819] WORLD HEMISPHERES / WYETH) Wyeth, N.C. (illus). Map of
Discovery. Western Hemisphere. WITH: Map of Discovery. Eastern
Hemisphere. (TWO MAPS)
PAIR OF COLOR MAPS, each image 15 3/4 x 18 inches, folded (as issued).
Short separation to right fold edge of Western Hemisphere, light wear to
folds.
National Geographic Society. 1928-1929.
Strikingly attractive pictorial maps in shades of deep blue and grey, showing
the hemispheres surrounded by a decorative border. The western hemisphere features Neptune and a mermaid in
the lower corners with the sun and the moon in the upper corners. The eastern hemisphere features explorers in
the lower corners and Zeus and the wind in the upper corners. These dramatic images were painted by N.C.
Wyeth as murals for the National Geographic Society building and issued as supplements with the Society
magazine at that time. $350.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[46128] ENGLAND - OXFORD - ARCHITECTURE) Rooker, Michael
Angelo (illus). New College, Oxford. TOGETHER WITH Fell's
Buildings.
TWO etchings, modern handcolor, images 13 3/4 x 19 1/4 inches (including
painted border) on sheet sizes 16 1/2 x 23 inches. Several repaired short
edge tears (well outside plate area), creasing to sheet corner edges.
No date. [Ca. 1780?]
TWO etchings, modern handcolor, images 13 3/4 x 19 1/4 inches (including painted border) on sheet sizes 16 1/2
x 23 inches. Several repaired short edge tears (well outside plate area), creasing to sheet corner edges. $325.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[41560] WALES) Burley, D. W. (illus). North Wales. Where mountains
and lakes, lovely river valleys and delightful holiday resorts bordered by
safe sandy beaches mingle enchantingly. To add to your pleasure we
have a variety of exciting tours and excursions.
Color pictographic / pictorial map poster, 40 x 49 1/2 inches, professionally
mounted on linen, original folds and slightest wear minimised; very good
condition.
British Railways. London. 1960.

A bold and attractive British Railways poster by D.W. Burley featuring vignette illustrations of tourist
attractions, including Chester, LLangefni, Betws-Y-coed and Caernarvon, with a lower border of images of the
ancient castles of Caernavon, Denbigh, Conway, etc. "Published by British Railways (London Midland Region)
LM23360" in lower left corner. $685.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[37068] ENGLAND - OXFORD) Sayer, J.P. (illus). Oxford.
Original vintage color poster, pictorial / pictographic map of Oxford, 40 x 50
inches (102 x 127cm), mounted on linen. Filled paper loss at top right
(approx 2 x 3 inches) so skillfully done that it is only apparent on close
examination; 2 inch tear at top, short tear at lower edge, both now noticeable
only on very careful examination. Professionally mounted on linen.
British Railways (Western Region). London. No date. Ca. late 1940s.
A colorful and informative large sized British Railways poster by J.P. Sayer, a pictographic map of the central
part of Oxford. All the colleges are marked with small black and white vignette images of the buildings. At the
right is a listing of four Women's Colleges which are noted as being outside the area of the map. The map covers
the following area: from St. John's and the Ashmolean at the left edge to the River Cherwell and Broad Walk at
the right edge, from Balliol Cricket Ground and Manchester College to Magdalen at the upper edge and from
Worcester to Campion Hall at the lower edge. Colorful comic figures depict various historical and
contemporary references, eg 'Gladstone and "Lewis Carroll" were at Christ Church'; 'Oxford last saw the Devil
carrying off a dissolute Brasenose man.' "Published by the Railway Executive (Western Region) P.W. 49" at
lower left; "Printed in Great Britain by Chromoworks Limited London" at lower right. $850.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[54801] ENGLAND - CAMBRIDGE) Hoffman, G. Spencer
(cartographer). Philips' "Wayabout" Maps No. 1. Herein is a Pictorial
Map Shewing the way about Cambridge. (Map title: Cambridge).
Folding map of Cambridge, England, in brown paper wraps 8 3/4 x 5 3/4
inches, unfolding to 16 1/2 x 20 3/4 inches. 1 1/2 inch tear at left margin
where map is attached to folder, entering map slightly. Except for the short
marginal tear, map is in very good clean condition. An uncommon item; no
WorldCat listing has been found.
George Philip & Son. London. 1929.
Full title on front cover of folder reads: "Here is a Pictorial Map Shewing the way about Cambridge." It is Map
No. 1 in the series. Text blocks at bottom of map identify, through numeric and letter listings, "Colleges,"
"Churches," and "University and Town Buildings." $325.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[56222] CARICATURE - SATIRE OF MANNERS) Daumier, Honore
(illus). Philipon. Robert Macaire magnetiseur. Caricaturana 88.
Lithograph on sheet 13 1/2 x 10 1/4 inches, handcolored with gum arabic
finish, paper tabs on verso from being matted, very light toning to paper,
very good condition with bright color.
Aubert. Paris. [ 1833].
The fictional character of Robert Macaire the archetypal swindler and
villain is here portrayed as a hypnotist, the color lithograph by Honore
Daumier being number 88 of the 100 lithographs of the Philipon publication
"Caricaturana." The images were first published in Philipon's newspaper Le
Charivari and collected in this publication. In these handcolored lithographs
the skill of the caricaturist (Daumier) and the lithographer (Philipon)
combine to create beautiful images with a cutting edge. The Brandeis Institutional Repository provides the
following translation of the French text beneath the image: "Here is an excellent subject... for hypnosis...
Certainly ! there is no connection between us, I do not have the honor of knowing Mademoiselle de St. Bertrand
and you will see gentlemen, the effect of sleepwalking... (in her sleep Mademoiselle de St. Bertrand gives
diagnoses on everyone's diseases, advocates hidden underground treasures and gives investment advice to
Mozart paper company, in gold mines and a host of other very fine operations). $325.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[41565] CALIFORNIA - SAN FRANCISCO) DeFoy, Francis
(mapmaker). San Francisco City of a Thousand and One Delights.
Color lithographic pictographic / pictorial map, 20 1/4 x 45 1/2 inches,
professionally mounted on linen. Light wear to edges (minimized by linen
backing). Very good condition.
San Francisco. 1936.
Striking stylised panorama of San Francisco by Francis de Foy highlighting the future Golden Gate
International Exposition of 1939 with Treasure Island pictured at upper right. Areas of San Francisco illustrated
with figures and buildings include the Mission, Golden Gate Park, Chinatown, Nob Hill and Sutro Heights. An
unusual and particularly attractive pictorial map with fine lithographic printing. The poster was apparently
issued by the City of San Francisco to promote tourism: "Every human sense responds to the cosmopolitan
appeals which San Francisco lays at their visitors' feet. The panorama of her hills rising from encircling blue
waters, of the two huge bridges spanning the Bay, of the 1939 Exposition taking shape on the man-made island,
is your introduction to the delightful things to see and to do that lie within the city itself...San Francisco invites
you to share its pleasures and to visit the Golden Gate International Exposition and Pageant of the Pacific in
1939." The only WorldCat holding is at Stanford University (the David Rumsey Map Center). $2750.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[40736] BRITAIN - UNITED STATES - WORLD WAR I) Flagg, James
Montgomery (illus). Side By Side - Britannia! Britain's Day Dec. 7th 1918. Mass Meeting.
Vintage color lithograph poster, 30 x 20 inches. Archivally mounted on linen
(short tear in upper right corner scarcely visible). Clean and bright with rich
color.
1918?.
This iconic World War I poster with James Montgomery Flagg's dramatic
depiction of Uncle Sam and Britannia standing arm in arm celebrates the
common cause of the United States and Great Britain in World War I, with
rallies held on that day in New York and Washington showing American
support. A dramatic image with strong color. $1100.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[37590] NEW YORK - NEW YORK CITY / WORLD'S FAIR) Sinclair
Pictorial Map of New York. New York World's Fair. (Pamphlet title:
Sinclair Pictorial Map of New York City and the World's Fair
Souvenir).
Color pictographic / pictorial map, 26 x 26.75 inches (66 x 68 cm) folding to
pamphlet 9 x 4 inches, multiple fold as issued, 2 green red and white maps
and green and white illustration on verso. Very good condition.
Sinclair Oil Corporation. 1939.
A large and colorful map of the whole New York City area, designed with a strong Art Deco feel. Manhattan is at
centre with pictographs of several distinctive buildings as well as an African American dancer marking Harlem
and an artist with palette marking Greenwich Village. The World's Fair grounds are at upper right corner with
buildings shown but not named. On the verso is a road map of New York metropolitan area and "New York
World's Fair 1939". Text on verso: "What You Can See at the Petroleum Industry Exhibition" and "Facts About
the Petroleum Industry". $110.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[41715] GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND) Meyer, Cecil (mapmaker). The British Isles.
Color pictographic / pictorial map, 22 1/2 x 17 1/4 inches on sheet size 23 1/2 x 18 folding to pamphlet 9 x 4
inches, black and white photo illustrations, color illustrations and text on verso. Very good, clean condition.
The Railway Executive. London. No date. Ca. 1935.
This attractive vintage map by Cecil Meyer is bordered by coats of arms from the cities of the British Isles and

features a decorative cartouche for Scotland, England, Ireland and
Wales, plus a decorative compass rose. The map features pictographs
of historic cathedrals, castles and monuments. Verso of map highlights
"The British Isles - Home of History and Romance". $85.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure
website

[42152] ENGLAND - LONDON) The New Pictorial Map of London.
Color pictographic / pictorial map, sheet size 20 x 29 3/4 inches, folding into
thin card color pictorial wrappers 7 x 4 1/2 inches. Tiny crease to upper right
corner of front cover; otherwise fine condition. Map is crisp and clean.
Geographia Ltd. London. No date. Ca. 1930s?
The title of this map is shared with other publications by Geographia which lack the artistic and comic
character which makes this map desirable. Of note are the large size and boldly designed border which
distinguish it from a smaller (half size) edition of the comic pictorial map. It is a light-hearted map of London, in
the vein of MacDonald Gill's Famous Wonderground Map of London Town, with comic figures and humorous
quips in speech bubbles. The map covers the area from The Albert Hall at lower left to the Tower of London and
Bank of England at right, from Euston Road at upper edge to the Elephant and Castle. There is an inset street
map at upper left marking Theatres, and another at upper right marking Cinemas. Initials WJH appear in
decorative border at lower right. $425.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[46988] STEINBECK, JOHN) Du Bois, William Pene (illus). The Short Reign of Pippin IV. A Fabrication.
Black and white in-text illustrations, 188pp, 8 1/4 x 5 1/2 inches, cloth covered boards (hardbound). Color
pictorial dust jacket. Fine condition.
The Viking Press. New York. 1957. First Edition.
First Edition of Steinbeck's "fabrication" in fine condition with fine dust jacket. The essential points are present:
1) printed by American Book-Stratford Press; 2) No deboss (pressed design) on the rear board to indicate "book
club edition"; 3) a list of Steinbeck titles on the dust jacket's rear flap; 4) the original $3.00 price on the dust
jacket's front flap. An uncommon Steinbeck book in fine condition overall. $135.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[54081] SCOTLAND) The Story Map of Scotland.
Color pictographic / pictorial map, map 15 1/2 x 12 inches on sheet 17 x 13
1/2 inches, one horizontal fold apparently as issued. Two margin tears just
touching neatline, otherwise very good condition.
Colortext Publications. Chicago. 1935.
A decorative and informative map of Scotland from the "Story Map" series
published by Colortext with pictographs highlighting Scotland's rich history,
featuring historical events and figures. In the lower left is an inset paean to
Edinburgh and its famous residents with the banner "Edina, Scotia's darling
seat!" referencing Robert Burn's poem "Address to Edinburgh" ("Edina!
Scotia’s darling seat! All hail thy palaces and tow'rs,"). The border features
and identifies some forty-six tartans. $225.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[49733] GREAT BRITAIN - LONDON) Gill, MacDonald (mapmaker).
The Wonderground Map of London Town. "The Heart of Britain's
Empire Here is Spread Out For Your View it Shows You Many Stations
& Bus Routes Not a Few. You Have Not the Time to Admire It All? Why
Not Take A Map Home to Pin on Your Wall!"
Color pictorial / pictographic map 29 1/4 x 36 1/2 inches, professionally
mounted on linen minimising pinhole at each corner, short tears to upper left
corner, tiny infill to upper right corner, infill to upper left fold. Presents very
handsomely.
The Westminster Press. London. Copyright 1914. [ 1924].
Originally published in 1914 as an advertising poster for the London Underground, this design proved so
popular that it was subsequently issued in several different editions. It has been suggested that this
particularedition with an image of a lion and "On to Wembley" at the upper left of the map was issued at the
time of the 1924 British Empire Exhibition at Wembley (Roderick Barron). An outstanding and innovative
graphic - an
explosion of color and humor - it sparked a revival in interest in decorative cartography around the world which
continues today, a century later. $2450.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[49553] GESSO YOSHIMOTO- JAPANESE WOODBLOCK PRINT)
Gesso Yoshimoto 吉本 月荘 (artist). U ntitled: Owl in the evening.
Woodblock print, image 14 1/4 x 9 1/8 inches on sheet size 15 x 10 inches.
Upper edge of the print is tipped onto backing board, overall very good
condition.
Nishinomiya Yosaku. No date. Ca. early 1900s.
Atmospheric image of an owl perched high up on the branch of a pine tree
with crescent moon in the evening sky. $235.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[56190] CANADA - WINNIPEG) Visitor's Guide to Section of Greater
Winnipeg.
Color pictorial bird's eye view style map, 20 1/2 x 23 inches folding to 10
1/4 x 8 inches as issued. Couple of soft creases, overall very good condition.
Department of Industry and Commerce, Province of Manitoba. Manitoba,
Canada. No date. Ca. 1950s?
Central area of Winnipeg is depicted in bold colors, with major buildings
named. An uncommon item: OCLC Number: 53129432, but with no library
holdings identified. $110.00
Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

[56144] WORLD WAR II - EUROPE - POLAND) Zahorski, Lech (illustrator). We Were Everywhere. [Two
page color pictorial map in complete copy of Poland Illustrated Magazine].
Two page color pictorial map 20 1/2 x 30 3/4 inches on two sheets together measuring 14 1/2 x 22 inches in
single issue of Poland Illustrated Magazine of March 1965. Soft bumping and creasing to corners and upper and
lower centre, overall very good. Magazine: color pictorial wrappers, 22 x 14 1/2 inches, overall wear to covers
with tiny paper loss at lower left edge, interior in good condition.
Polonia Publishing House. Warsaw, Poland. March 1965. American Edition.
The color pictorial map "We Were Everywhere" drawn by Lech Zahorski commemorates the sacrifices made by the
Polish people during the Second World War: "Poland fought in the last war longer than any other country and
suffered proportionally the largest number of casualties and destruction of any of the Allied countries." Numbers
on the artistically drawn map reference the many battles in which Polish forces took part. An uncommon item.
Among the many other articles in this March 1965 issue is an article on poster artist Wiktor Gorka (with 4 color
and 3 black and white illustrations). $135.00

Click here to view this item, with images, on our secure website

T hank you for your interest!
Order by email, via our secure website, by phone.
Secure ordering is available using the links above to locate the item on Oldimprints.com website and then
add it to the secure Shopping Cart system there by clicking on the "add to cart" button.
You may also reply to this email with details of the items that you want to order. If paying by credit card you
may phone us with the details of the credit card.
Libraries and other institutions
We are happy to accommodate institutional billing procedures. Please send your order with purchase order number if
applicable.
Postage
For parcels sent outside the United States postage is charged at cost.
Payment Methods
We accept payments by check and postal order in US$, Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Paypal.

Please email imprints@oldimprints.com to subscribe to our mailing list

